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Why Reflection?

CQC says: “The most effective training involves a practical element AND 

includes time for staff to reflect.”

• Reflective practice is widely used by doctors and nurses to enhance learning – but not by care 
givers, why? 

• Experiential learning shown to be better than classroom learning for enabling carers to deal with 
unexpected and challenging situations

• Talk Reflection makes experiential learning widely available
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Talk Reflection

• Talk Reflection is one of the MiRROR apps 
(developed 2011 – 2014)

• Developed in Germany, currently available from 
a server at the University of Bochum

• Professor Prilla and colleagues, support the app 
and continue academic research into Computer 
Supported Collaborative Work

• TR found to have greatest impact in social care 
use
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Research evidence gained

• Helps care workers use informal communications to:
 Learn how staff on other units in the (residential) home deliver care
 Catch up on service users after days off or holidays
 Enable managers/team leaders/supervisors to be better informed about ‘real time’ issues resulting in more constructive 

conversations/interventions to resolve problems
 Find new and better ways of delivering personalised care

• Existing communications: hand-over meetings, care records or staff meetings – often rushed, not everyone involved, limited 
information recorded
 TR  offers ‘real time’, quicker, easier, better informal communications within groups

• Care workers need to articulate and improve ability to  ‘post’ and comment on issues; enhances other records

• Care workers feel connected, supported and can chose how much and with whom to share

• Reporting on usage currently available; reporting on content is being researched
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TR supports CQC Themes

Safe Managers & team leaders are group members, in touch with carers’ concerns and issues, 
can address these promptly. Inappropriate comments or behaviours quickly picked up.

Effective Reflection shared within groups encourages new ideas and perspectives, leading to 
improvements in care practice

Caring Care staff feel more supported, get more job satisfaction, enables more caring service 
delivery

Responsive Real-time information sharing, leads to a more responsive service

Well-led Managers can introduce ‘themes of the month’ to staff e.g. medication, missing persons, 
handling relatives, etc Can monitor implementation through the comments and threads. 
Managers can also create a separate management group. Possible of creating virtual team 
meetings.
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Current Activities – 6 month trials

• Trial started May 2017 with a home care agency in South-East London
 2 TR groups:

• Manager plus 4 team leaders

• Carers group

 Trial to run for 6 months ( earlier trials 28 days)

 App to be used on SMART phones

 Manager, Joan, is ambitious: would like to invite other healthcare professionals e.g OT’s to join the managers’ 
group

 Carer Awards! (for participation, collaboration, innovation and impact)

• Discussions on-going in Waltham Forest

• Plus?
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Funding

• Seeking funding to upgrade the underlying tech to be more whizz bang! (Ufi Charitable Trust?)

 Capable of maintenance

 Future enhancements

 Secure environment

 Mobile friendlier

• The RSA is supporting the marketing of the trials through an RSA Catalyst fund (2017)

• Name sponsor sought to fund on-going maintenance and provide free access for Carers
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Call to Action

• Seeking 2 homecare providers to join trials June – November 2017
 Need min 20 carers to join the group

 Will help train and support users

 Need willing managers, team leaders and carers to participate; comfortable using mobile apps e.g. WhatsApp

 Anonymity of service users essential (provider to select suitable code)

 Data security guaranteed by University of Bochum

 Seeking feedback for input to tech upgrade

 Reports on participation and collaboration will be provided

 Carer Awards introduced

• Introductions to organisations who may be interested in becoming the Name Sponsor

• Contact: 
 Lydia Hirst

 07958 445902

 lydia@lhconsulting.uk.com
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